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To: All bidders  
From: John Fisher, AIA, Principal  
Project: SBCUSD Proposition 39 Energy Efficiency Upgrades EEP3  
         Phase 2 & Phase 3 - Energy Upgrades  
Date: February 26, 2019

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

This Addendum forms a part of the Contract and modifies the original documents. It is intended that all work affected by the following modifications shall conform with related provisions and general conditions of the contract of the original drawings and specifications. Modify the following items wherever appearing in any drawing or sections of the specifications. Acknowledge receipt of Addendum No. 5 in the space provided on the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject bidder to disqualification.

GENERAL ITEMS

1. Take note of the Note #3 on each Prop 39 EEP3 project cover sheet G0-01
   3. DIMENSION & CONDITIONS AT THE JOB SITE SHALL BE
      VERIFIED BY THE CONTRACTOR(S) BEFORE PROCEEDING
      WITH THE WORK. DISCREPANCIES IN THE DRAWINGS OR
      BETWEEN THE DRAWING AND ACTUAL FIELD CONDITIONS
      SHALL BE REPORTED TO THE ARCHITECT. CORRECTED
      DRAWINGS OR INSTRUCTIONS SHALL BE ISSUED BY THE
      ARCHITECT PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF ANY WORK.

2. RFIs Questions & Answers – see attachment (3 pages)

DRAWINGS

3. Bid Package # 1 (Phase 2) – HVAC Cajon High School - Revisions  
   Sheet G0-02, M1-02 & M1-11, Delta 1 Revision per DSA comments.

End of Addendum
RFIs QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

A. PROP 39- BID PACKAGE 1 – HVAC (PHASE 2) & BID PACKAGE 2 – ELECTRICAL (PHASE 3)

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

1. Should a bidder bid on both phases?
   It is allowable to bid both Packages if the contractor holds the required licenses.
   Bidders may either check box for Package 1 and submit only a bid for HVAC scope-of-work; OR may check box for Package 2 and submit only a bid for Electrical scope-of-work; OR if the bidder holds all required licenses they may check both boxes and submit one bid form. Important note, Package 1 and 2 will be awarded separately to the lowest apparent bidder for each.

2. They also ask if they teamed up with a mechanical contractor, shall them bid both phases as 1 package?
   It is allowable to bid both Packages if a contractor and their subcontractor holds the required licenses.
   To recap the above response, bidders may either check box for Package 1 and submit only a bid for HVAC scope-of-work; or may check box for Package 2 and submit only a bid for Electrical scope-of-work; or if two (2) qualified contractors (i.e. contractor/subcontractor) bid Package 1 and Package 2 they will check both boxes and submit one bid form. Important note, Package 1 and 2 will be awarded separately to the lowest apparent bidder for each.

3. If it’s 2 bids, shall we be with 2 bonds?
   If a contractor is the apparent low bidder for both Package 1 and 2, only one (1) bond is required to cover the cost and scope-of-work for HVAC and Electrical (Packages 1 and 2). Moreover, if a contractor is bidding both packages and received notification they were the apparent low bidder for only one package, then a bond will only be required for that package.

B. PROP 39 - BID PACKAGE 1 – HVAC (PHASE 2)

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

4. Phase 2 San Gorgonio High School mechanical drawing sheet M3-02, Detail #2, (N) concrete pad verses scope of work (E) concrete pad clarification:
   During the DSA back check, (N) concrete pad is required per DSA plan checker. Please demo the (E) equipment concrete pad and build a (N) equipment concrete pad which shall be 1 foot greater than the new equipment foot print.
C. PROP 39- BID PACKAGE 2 – ELECTRICAL (PHASE 3)

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

ALL ANSWERS ARE BASED ON THE PROJECT ADDENDUM 3 – DRAWINGS SHOW CHANGES AS ADDENDUM 1 TO THE INDIVIDUAL PROJECT.

5. After the first interior page E5-02 of Arroyo Valley, I noticed a few of the fixtures (N1, N2, RD, WK, etc.) are labelled but are not called out on the fixture schedule. Are we to assume these fixtures and any others that are labelled but do not appear on the fixture schedule are not being touched? NI, N2, RD, WK are all in Lighting fixtures schedule E0-02.

6. The exterior layout page E5-01 has no fixture labels (same with the other 2 schools). The only school that matches the fixture schedule appears to be San Bernardino HS. Are we only doing exterior fixtures at that SBHS? All lighting fixtures on E5-01 are labeled.

7. Also on page E5-02, fixture label M is called out for round downlight retrofits, but it appears to be on square fixtures as well. Was this a mislabel, or are we retrofitting the existing square canopies? On E5-02, all fixtures labeled as "M" are round. None of the "M" fixtures are shown as square.

8. There is no emergency called out, so is there a backup generator that powers the fixtures or do we need to put an allowance in there for emergency? See keyed Note # for emergency battery pack.

9. Based on the keyed notes for Cesar Chaves, are the emergency fixtures already connected to an emergency backup generator and we are simply adding a Wattstopper ELCU-200 to the emergency fixture? We are not running new emergency generator lighting circuits. The drawings are showing existing light fixtures connected to generator or Inverter that they have to provide ELCU-200. If the note shows provide emergency battery pack built in or bodine battery pack then it is new as shown.

10. And for the other 3 schools, are we running new power to the emergency fixtures from the switch, or are these already powered? If we are running new power, where are the switches located, because we need that information to properly estimate the amount of #12awg wire needed to run it. Switches can be assumed to be located by the door entrance of the room.

11. Also, are we to assume every emergency fixture needs this, or just those with keyed note 3? (For example, on page E5-02 on Arroyo Valley, the RAAE labelled fixtures in the middle of the large open room do not have a key note 3, so we will assume those already have emergency power). RAAE lighting fixtures shall be under Keyed note number 3.

12. Are we to assume all ceilings are drop tile (T-grid) for the sake of simplicity for running new low voltage for dimming switches and ceiling sensors? No, as per Specification Section 1.02 (C) and (E), and Section 1.04 (F), contractor must verify ceiling types.
13. On Cesar Chavez page E0-01, a note was amended to Extend conduit and wire for ceiling occ sensors. Are there specific locations this note affects, because everything appears to be T-grid and thus would not require wire mold or conduit runs (unless there were locations of hard lid ceilings).
   Majority of the Classrooms and Offices are T-grid ceilings. Contractor to verify rooms such as Storage, Closets, Restrooms etc ceiling type.

14. Additionally, the note below is on the second page of all the plan sets for wall occ sensors. Where it is not labeled “ab” next to this sensor (indicating 2 pole switching), are we required to make the room 2 pole even if it is not existing?
   For existing small rooms with Single Pole Switch, use single pole occ sensor. Big rooms with existing Two Pole Switch, use two pole occ sensor.

15. Per the photo (at the right) of an office in Pacific High School, are we to just count this as a single pole since it does not say ab? Or do we need to make this into a 2 pole switching office?
   The photo is small room; this requires Single Pole occ sensor. Please field verify what is existing.